Detailed & Accurate ,Sadhe Sati and Coming 12
Months Report –Along with Effective Remedies!

DEAR ABC ji,

Thanks for putting Trust in us.
Your report is Given Below for your kind perusal.

Your Birth Chart:
Sadhe sati report!
<br>
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Your over all personality traits & Destiny
Pattern awareness would help you know how
to use your potential for betterment:

Something about your Nature and destiny that
would help you- BONUS:

 You could be intelligent, have good speech and
become popular.
 Jupiter gives you good creativity and yes
ambition and slowly you will grow in life to a
good position
 You could be wealthy, creative genius, art
interests- you could also be fairly independent
in your views and ways
 You have to avoid being impulsive or impatient
 You could be charitable, a good host and
principled
 You could be very zealous and might have
political interests as well later in life- very
open and almost fearless views and also be
liked with people around you for your warmth
and friendliness.
 You could be religious and a generous marital
partner
 You could be a perfectionist due to mars and
also fond of good food.
 You will surely reach a good position in life and
would be well liked
The Stages of Sadhe Sati for You- & Effects
based specifically on your Birth Chart:
As a Special BONUS= we have given you yearly
breakup and included love romance factor for
your help
Ist Phase:
 From 2017 to Jan 2020 Saturn transit the
sign Sagittarius (sidereal).

 As Saturn would impact the 12th bhava and also
the 3rd bhava, 6th and 9th bhava of yours, there
could be mental stress. Especially more Oct
2018 onwards. You may not stay close to the
loved ones or atleast feel restrained in the year
2019.
 2018 ending year and 2019 may mean feeling of
restrictions and frustration. But sure your
energy levels could be high, so avoid any rash
actions if you have done in September 2018 or
October starting week.
 Love may not fructify great, atleast till October
2019. But one could try in-between after doing
proper upayas as given in this report. Remove
stress by Yoga and suryanamskaras all would be
well for you and donate to old age hom0es or
Om Namoha shivaye chanting.
 2020 could be a time for change and movement.
Yes there could be travel and more fun in life as
compared to 2019.
 This transit of Saturn in the twelfth house from
moon or rashi is not auspicious . This could
cause you travel aimlessly or atleast cause
worry., expenditure could be on the higher side
for you.
 You might be in conflict with your relatives or
friends. Health is a concern now. Ensure you
don’t get lured by hidden secret plans of others.
You may come in conflict with well known
people.
IInd Phase:

 Saturn would be in Capricorn for atleast 2.5
years next(Nov 2020 onwards).
 The year 2020 ending and 2021 may be fair for
love matters and if you try for job or
engagement- but ensure that ego issues don’t
come up as else falling apart is possible.
 2021 = means control your ego so that love
matters and relationships you remain stable
 2022= means more of engagement with self or
self intrspection and love point of view average.
Infact your inclination for love and relationships
matters may drop.
 In the transit of Saturn in the first house from
your lagna or moon is a part of the sadhe sati
the dreaded cycle. You may not be able to think
properly. You may become dull witted with pain
in limbs. There is lethargy and inactivity in the
body. There is a lot of wind or vata in the body.
 There is a fear of accidents and also fall from
high places. You may have issues with your
friends and relatives and l travel to far off
places. There is a fear from the government or
state if natal Saturn is very weak in your
horoscope. One may acquire a darker
complexion and wanderings might be more.

IIIrd Phase:
 Saturn would be in Aquarius for atleast 2.5
years next(oct 2023 onwards).
 2023- you may get too much busy with your
work. Avoid tiffs with boss or managers. Lot of
work is there and you would get good gains plus
would be with fairly high energy now. You will
have to make effort to find time for love and
relationships
 2024- rahu dominates the scene, so avoid rash
behavior or domination. Money would be there
for you but relationships and emotions need
care. It could be a hard time emotionally for
you. Love and relationships need special care
now to keep a forgiving attitude and let it go.
 2025 could mean too much of proving for you
and yes you could get a good position as well if
in job. Ensure ego matters don't come to play
now. Same applies to love life./
 In transit of Saturn or shani from the second
house from your lagna is a part of the sadhe
sati. This transit may cause you lose wealth and
also position or status in family or office.
 You should keep your conduct ethical and not
try earn by wrong means now .You have to
speak sweetly now. Your life partner needs

proper care now. As the family house is afflicted
so family could be impacted.
b. Sadhe Sati Effective Remedies For you
Remedies to lessen the negative effects of
Sadhe Sati the Saturn transit:
There are various ways to propitiate the energies of
Saturn. Like building more discipline and being more
just in actions.
Also as various remedies create vibrations in the
cosmos that work through your chakras or energy
centers- they help you to reduce negative karma.
A comprehensive view of the same is given below f
or your kind perusal.

1. Remedies my mantra or sacred sounds
incantations
Chanting of Saturn mantra or shani mantra in a
temple or a a qualified Brahmin could help.
OM sham shanishcharaiye namaha
OR
'OM PRAM PREEM PRAUM SAH SHANAYE NAMAH'

Any of the two mantras Should be chanted 19,000
times in 40 days.

AS lord shiva closely connects to Saturn or shani
one could chant Maha-mrityunjaya Japa as well. It
reduces all negative energies Get the above mantra
chanted for 125000 times.

2.

Gem and Metal based remedies

Neelam or Blue Sapphire is a good remedy but for
your horoscope Saturn should not be ruling any of
your twelfth, eighth or sixth or even third house.
Else it could magnify the negative effects

3.

Fasting Regimen: This is recommended

To reduce the evil effects of Saturn one could fast on
Saturday and reduce the overall impact Sadhe Sati.

Also one could eat laddus made of black sesame and
gur or jiggery.
Also in the evening to break the fast one could have
khichari or rice with urad daal or beans

You may also chant shani strota.

You could also keep shani yantra for prayer or
worship

You can also take the panjiri you kept while doing
your prayers , one could have tea, milk, tea, and
any non animal products

After evening you should avoid taking any tamasic
things like garlic, onions, garlic, or very sour things
like tomato

4.

One of the Most effective

One may recite Dashratha Shani Strotra every day

5.

Alms-Giving:

You could donate any black things or anything to
poor and old people./ as Saturn represents the same

6.

Other Remedies :

(a) one could put a lamp using mustard oil and put
it under peepal tree.

(b) You could sue a black colored’s string 19 times
the length of your hand and wear it like a pendant .
This will reduce the negatives of Saturn

(c) On Saturday donate blankets umbrellas etc.

c) Overview of 2018/19(coming 12 months):
Coming 12 Months (Month By Month Break Up)
2016-17 (Based on Combined effects Of Your
dasha and transits) given:
Oct/17 To Nov/15
 October A bit tough time with delays and
surprises plus restrictions. You may feel a bit
frustrated- but slowly November or October
ending may bring in some more positive
changes. But remember the coming year
2019 would be of delays and restrictions and

you need to chant Shiva jape for best
results.
 Traveling could be a problem during this
time. Don’t simply trust anyone, no matter A
friend. The health could be affected and take
care of the food you take. There could be an
impact on pleasures of bed.
Nov/16 To Dec/14
 November New change and more news or
communications(whatsapp/sms email etc)
coming in. There could be some hard news
as well. Take it peacefully.
 Investments have to be very carefully made.
You may spend a lot. There is a
 Possibility of you being worried or depressed.
Avoid any kind of laziness or getting
depressed.
 Dec/15 To Jan/13
 December Family engagement could increase
and so could socials.
 Yes health needs proper care.
 This is a period when your wishes would be
fulfilled and you would get commensurate
rewards to the effort you put in. You could
expect less trouble from the health point and
freedom from worries. You may have
increased flow of money and other
materialistic things.
10)Jan/14 To Feb/12
 Jan could mean unexpected news and matters
coming in. Try to communicate peacefully.

 This is a period when you may feel some lack of
enthusiasm. Take care of the health of your wife
and children. Avoid any possible conflicts with
your near and dear ones. You may have to
travel with not many rewards. Stomach needs to
be taken care off.
Feb/13 To March/13
 February Unexpected family responsibilities
may come in feb.
 Take good care of your health and love
matters.
 Take special care of your health and before
embarking on a journey- try to weigh the
pros and cons on if you should go on it or
not. Also avoid any kind of arguments with
people who may not be in your favor and
specially your boss in office.
March/14 To April 13
 March a Time to instrospect and be with
oneself. Unexpected and sudden changes or
travels. love may not be great
 Do exercises to keep worry at bay. It is
better to be forgiving and not pick up
quarrels.
 Also try to keep your spirits high. Avoid
lending of money or anything else to others.
April/14 To May/13


April Lot of work could come on
your shoulders. You may feel
restrained now due to work and
responsibilities. Avoid stress.



Expect to be rewarded at your
work place. The success rate would be
very high in this period. The health
would improve and the money inflow
would also improve.

May/14 To June/13
 May A time when conflicts could be there and
fights could be there. Take care of love
matters.
 You may develop somewhat cordial
relationship with your spouse or lover if you
are forgiving. Also expect some gains in your
office in terms of recognition of your work.
June/14 To July/15
 June Time for a change and avoid ego
hassles.
 Guard yourself. This is a time you should
take extra care for your health. Try to be
forgiving and avoid any clashes with near
and dear ones.
 Try to maintain your position in work place or
college by maintaining a low profile. Keep a
check on expenses.
July/16 To Aug/15
 In July Love and relationships matters needs
care.
 In this month in general you could expect a
general mental anxiety which could make
you feel angry. You may feel tired due to
nervousness. Your near and dear ones may

go against you. Take care of money/wealth
in general and try to maintain your position
Aug/16

To Sept/15

 In august general some relief and socials
may increase .
 In general profitability would be less and
take care before you trust people. You could
expect a negative attitude from people and
may cause trouble in the head. Try to avoid
bad company.
Sept/16 To Oct/16
 There could be exceptional restrictions in
august ending and September. You may feel
frustrated- but still pull on practically so then
you get the reward as given below for
tenacity. Also not great for love matters/
 This is a time to rejoice with friends and
relatives. People who oppose you would be
subdued. You would acquire wealth and health and
may get an increase in status.

We wish you all the best in Life,

Arjun Pundit for astrozing.com

For any Clarification Regarding This Report–
Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail at E-Mail Id
Given Below:
astrozing.com@gmail.com

